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Introduction 
 
This course explores the world’s visual arts, focusing on the development of visual awareness, 
assessment, and appreciation by examining a variety of styles from various periods and cultures while 
emphasizing the development of a common visual language. The materials are meant to foster a 
broader understanding of the role of visual art in human culture and experience from the prehistoric 
through the contemporary.  
 
This is an Open Educational Resource (OER), an openly licensed educational material designed to replace 
a traditional textbook.  
Course Materials 
Presentations 
The course materials consist of 24 presentations examining art across the globe from prehistory though 
the contemporary art world. These introduce key vocabulary, explore the way that culture and art are 
linked, describe the varying methods and techniques of the featured artists, and encourage classroom 
discourse.  
Reading Lists 
Each of the 24 presentations has an accompanying reading list which provides links to articles, videos, 
and other resources. The reading list is meant to reinforce and clarify information covered in each of the 
presentations.  
Sample Assignments 
A list of sample assignments is also included. Ranging from brief essays to simple art projects, these are 
designed to be completed in a sketchbook to more deeply explore course concepts.  Intended to 
encourage learners to think like artists, art critics, and art historians, assignments emphasize practices of 
creative thinking and artistic method, while reinforcing concepts addressed in classroom lectures and 
required readings. 
 
 
 
  
Copyright Information 
Creative Commons License 
This OER is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
License (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0); it is intended for non-commercial, educational purposes. Whenever available, 
images used within this OER are public domain or licensed under Creative Commons. Each image 
includes the individual licensing or copyright information. 
Educational Fair Use 
Due to the nature of the course materials, some of the works of art covered are protected by copyright.  
Images of these works of art are included with a tag stating that they are Educational Fair Use. These 
copyrighted materials should not be printed or reproduced as this may qualify as copyright 
infringement. Images designated as Educational Fair Use are provided in low resolution which is suitable 
for display on the screen but is not high quality enough for printing or reproducing. Whenever possible, 
a link is included to access a higher quality version of the image on museum or educational websites. If 
available, copyright information is also listed on these images.  
Some of the images presented in this OER are marked with a Creative Commons license and include a 
tag for Educational Fair Use, especially works of art that have been photographed while installed in 
museums. The photographs of these works of art are licensed by the photographer but the two-
dimensional works of art are protected under copyright. The images are therefore meant only for the 
purpose of education and contemplation and are included in a low resolution.   
Adopting, Adapting, or Expanding the Resource  
The goal for this OER is to build an educational resource that is flexible enough to address concepts 
relevant to the contemporary discourse and scholarship in the visual arts. For those interested in 
utilizing these course materials, I am providing below some additional information that may be useful in 
expanding, adapting, or reinterpreting the materials. Editable versions are available in Microsoft 
PowerPoint and Word at https://dc.etsu.edu/art-appreciation-oer/   
 
The font used to create the presentations and written documents for this OER is Calibri. 
Finding Additional Readings, Lessons, and Articles 
Smarthistory: https://smarthistory.org/  
Smarthistory is an extensive open educational resource which publishes outstanding essays and video 
lectures about art. The Creating + Conserving section of Smarthistory includes wonderful informational 
articles and videos about materials and processes: https://smarthistory.org/tag/conservation/ 
MoMA Learning: https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/ 
MoMA Learning provides a wonderful selection of essays on works of modern art and also has 
assignment suggestions at the bottom of each section. 
 
KhanAcademy: https://www.khanacademy.org/. 
Khan Academy is an outstanding platform of open educational resources covering a variety of academic 
and scholarly topics. 
  
Trivium Art History: https://arthistoryproject.com/ 
Trivium Art History is a free, online art history book with clean design and approachable descriptions of 
works of art, periods of art history, and fun artist biographies. The Themes of Art section is a nice tool to 
helping students explore works that match their interests. The World of Art section is a useful tool for an 
exploratory World Art sketchbook prompt. The Timeline section is useful, as it separates works of art 
into galleries based on period.  
Introduction to Art: Design, Context, and Meaning: https://oer.galileo.usg.edu/arts-textbooks/3/ 
For a more traditional, textbook approach, there is an Introduction to Art open educational resource 
textbook available. 
Locating Images 
If you are utilizing the course materials and would like to add new images that are public domain or 
licensed under Creative Commons, there are several useful tips provided below for finding images. 
 
The Met Museum: https://www.metmuseum.org/ 
The Met has an option to search for Open Access images within the collection here. Make sure that the 
“Open Access” box is checked. The image license is CC0 1.0, and will be marked OA Public Domain at the 
lower left of the image.  
Google Images: https://www.google.com/imghp?hl=en&tab=wi&ogbl 
Google Images has an option under “Settings” > “Advanced Search” to search by “Usage Rights”. 
Choosing “Free to use share or modify” will allow a search for images suitable for expanding our OER. 
Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/ 
Wikimedia Commons is an outstanding resource for finding open source images, with a strong collection 
of works of art. 
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com 
Flickr allows users to specify image licenses on uploaded photographs. Click “Some rights reserved” at 
the lower right of the image to check the licensing. Some images will say “Public Domain” or will be 
licensed under a Creative Commons (CC) license, allowing for the use in an OER.  
 
Smarthistory Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/groups/smarthistory/pool/ 
The Smarthistory Flickr is expansive with images licensed for educational purposes. 
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Bosch & 
Other Scenes from the 
Apocalypse
We have already seen 
examples of works of art 
that address the end of the 
world, or the apocalypse, 
including…
Michelangelo’s Last 
Judgement on the altar wall 
of the Sistine Chapel.
Michelangelo, Last Judgement, Sistine Chapel Altar Wall, 1536-41. Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
And… 
Giotto’s 
Last Judgement.
Giotto di Bondone. Last Judgement, Scrovegni Chapel, Padua, Frescoes, 1305-1306.               
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
During the Romanesque times, artists decorated the 
outsides of cathedrals with images like this one of the 
Archangel Michael weighing souls for good or evil…
As a reminder to passersby that they ought to attend 
religious services…
Detail of Last Judgement Tympanum, Cathedral of St.Lazare, Autun. c. 1130-46
Heaven and the Blessed
at Christ’s right hand
Hell and the Damned
at Christ’s left hand
Last Judgement Tympanum, Cathedral of St.Lazare, Autun. c. 1130-46
Author: Steven Zucker, Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 
Which might remind us of images we saw in the Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead showing the 
Judgement of Hunefer…
With his heart being weighed by Anubis.
The Book of the Dead of Hunefer, ancient Egyptian, ca. 1275 BC, Ink and paint on papyrus
Author: British Museum, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: The Prado in Google Earth
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Scenes of the downfall of humankind…
Of the destruction of the earth...
John Martin The Great Day of His Wrath 1851–1853. Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Michelangelo, Last Judgment. Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Of the reawakening of the dead…
Of the end of all that we know…
Albrect Dürer‘s The Four Horsemen from The 
Apocaplyse was made in response to 
widespread concern regarding the apocalypse 
of 1500...
Albrecht Dürer
The Four Horsemen, from The Apocalypse
(Death, Famine, War, and Plague)
Woodcut, 1498
Author: National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Have fascinated artists for centuries…
Hans Memling, Last Judgment, 1467–1471. Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
…And continue to fascinate us now.
Author: Paal, Source: Flickr, 
License: CC BY 2.0
Author: Dyl86, Source: Flickr, 
License: CC BY 2.0
Author: Jordi Sanchez, Source: Flickr, 
License: CC BY-SA 2.0
One of the most enigmatic artists of apocalyptic landscapes is the Northern Renaissance painter 
Hieronymus Bosch,
Most famous for his luscious and mystifying triptych of the Garden of Earthly Delights…
Author: Frans Vandewalle, Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC 2.0 
Beloved for its oddities, 
Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden 
of Earthly Delights remains 
an enigma to art historians. 
Hieronymus Bosch
Garden of Earthly Delights
c. 1480-1505
Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Little is known about the life of Hieronymus 
Bosch, but imagery in his paintings suggest that 
he was a learned man engaged in 
contemporary scientific theory, including 
alchemy. He was part of an family of 
professional artists and was a member of a 
religious brotherhood. 
His works of art were commissioned by both 
secular learned patrons and religious 
institutions. 
The combination of science and religion in his 
works of art suggest that he was indeed a 
Renaissance man, a term which is often, and 
perhaps unjustly, reserved for artists of the 
Italian Renaissance like Leonardo da Vinci.
Portrait of Hieronymus Bosch
c. 1550
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights is designed in the style of Christian altarpiece paintings, 
however it is unlikely that it was ever intended for a church. Netherlandish altarpiece paintings were 
typically painted grisaille, in gray tones that mimic sculpture, on the outer panels. These were the panels 
that were displayed daily on the church altar. The inner panels were usually denser and brighter and 
were meant to be opened on ceremonial days for a spectacular display. 
Closed, Grisaille Outer Panels
Author: Blankfaze, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Open, Inner Panels
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: Blankfaze, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
When closed, Bosch’s Garden of 
Earthly Delights is seemingly quiet 
and peaceful, as the tiny grisaille
figure of God in the upper left 
corner creates the world in a 
globe.
Hieronymus Bosch
Garden of Earthly Delights
Outer panels
c. 1480-1505
Oil on wood panel
The text is Psalm 33:9:
“For he spoke, and it came to be; 
he commanded, and it stood firm.”
Author: Blankfaze, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: 
Public Domain
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, Inner panels, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
When open, this monumental painting in riotous color measures over 7 feet tall and nearly 13 feet long.
The right panel is a scene from the Garden of Eden.
Eve is introduced to Adam.
Hieronymus Bosch
Garden of Earthly Delights
c. 1480-1505
Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped from original, Source: Wikimedia Commons, 
License: Public Domain
This is the moment when 
God blesses Adam and Eve 
and says, “Be fruitful and 
multiply, fill the earth and 
govern it.”
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
The Garden of Eden is full of an array of creatures, some real and others imagined. 
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped from original, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: Google Earth Ultra High Resolution photos of the Museo Nacional del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
At the lower right corner of Bosch’s Garden of Eden, bizarre creatures gather around a black pond.
The center panel is the 
garden scene from which 
the entire work of art takes 
its name. This is the Garden 
of Earthly Delights. 
Hieronymus Bosch
Garden of Earthly Delights
c. 1480-1505
Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
These are the descendants 
of Adam and Eve, the 
revelers in the Garden of 
Earthly Delights.
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Is this garden meant to simply 
show the strangeness of the 
lives and behaviors of 
humans and creatures?
Or does it provide a moral 
warning against sin and folly?
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Do we see here simply a world 
in which Adam and Eve have 
been fruitful and multiplied…?
Or an extended and amplified 
eating of the forbidden fruit by 
their descendants? 
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Are we meant to see the 
oddities of life?
Or a riotous 
hallucination?
Or the transitory nature 
of pleasure?
Author: The Prado in Google Earth
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Author: Frans Vandewalle, Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC 2.0 
Is this a world that is discernable only to Hieronymus Bosch, or were his educated contemporaries able to 
interpret the meaning in the symbolism?
Recurring images, including fish, 
owls, various birds, strawberries, 
and other fruits, seem as though 
they are likely symbolic. But their 
exact meaning remains a mystery 
to scholars. 
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Google Earth Ultra High Resolution photos of the Museo Nacional del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: Google Earth Ultra High Resolution photos of the 
Museo Nacional del Prado, Cropped from original, Source: 
Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
The left panel shows a perplexing 
scene of Hell. 
Hieronymus Bosch
Garden of Earthly Delights
c. 1480-1505
Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: Frans Vandewalle
Source: Flickr
License: CC BY-NC 2.0 
A large portion of Hell 
is devoted to torture by 
musical instruments.
Is this meant to be 
some morality tale 
about the evils of the 
enjoyment of music? 
Would it have seemed 
humorous to 
contemporary 
intellectuals? Or 
terrifying?
Again, we are confronted with recurring images, but this time in a much darker context. For example, 
the hand of blessing from God in the Garden of Eden is impaled by a knife as it balances a die on the 
fingertips in Hell.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain Author: The Prado in Google Earth, Source: Wikimedia Commons, 
License: Public Domain
Author: Frans Vandewalle
Source: Flickr
License: CC BY-NC 2.0 
Scenes of utter turmoil ensue. 
We see familiar themes in this hellscape, 
such as the punishment in hell matching the 
sins committed during life. There are clear 
references, for example here to greed, in the 
expulsion of coins by the figure below the 
throne-like toilet. 
At the feet of the bird-headed demon is a 
young woman, looking rather like Eve from 
the Garden of Eden panel, whose face is 
being reflected in a dark mirror. Women 
gazing into mirrors commonly references 
vanity in historical paintings.
Author: Google Earth Ultra High Resolution photos of the Museo Nacional del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: The Prado in Google Earth
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Some scholars have 
speculated that the large 
face on the cracked egg 
may be a self-portrait of 
the artist, although there 
is little proof to either 
confirm or deny the 
hypothesis. 
Author: The Prado in Google Earth
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
A group of figures in the 
lower left corner are 
seemingly being 
punished for gambling as 
they are surrounded by 
cards, dice, and game 
boards.
Closing the triptych again, on the 
outer panel God creates the earth 
in a globe.
But scholars debate that perhaps 
this is God destroying the earth as 
the globe seems to be filling with 
water.
The ambiguity of the imagery 
seems indecipherable.
Author: Blankfaze, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: 
Public Domain
Theories about Bosch’s Garden of Earthly 
Delights include suggestions that it is:
A morality tale reminding viewers of the 
transience of pleasure and the price paid 
for partaking in such pleasure, 
A highly symbolic painting, only 
decipherable by the 15th and 16th century 
educated elite (such as those who would have 
viewed it in its early home, at the palace of the 
Counts of the House of Nassau in Brussels).
or
A complex alchemical allegory that explore 
the process of distilling the Elixir of Life, the 
cure to illness and key to immortality. 
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped from original, Source: 
Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
The theory of a morality tale seems straightforward, read like a book from left to right. 
First, at the left of the narrative, God introduces Adam to Eve, and they them commit the first sin. 
They are expelled from the garden and their descendants continue to sin. 
Then, at the final scene mankind is punished for sinning.
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, Inner panels, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: The Prado in Google Earth
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
In the center panel, humans are slaves to their own sins.
Here they ride the symbols of their sins around on a bizarre living carousel.
In medieval images, animals such as the ones visible here are symbols of sins. 
For example, peacocks symbolize pride while pigs represent gluttony.
As Bosch chose to paint this image in the style of a Christian altarpiece and populated it with Biblical 
references, it is easy to image that this is a work about Christian sin and punishment. However, the oddity 
of the images included seems to suggest more than that simple explanation.
Further, this painting was never meant for a church, and instead was purchased by a wealthy patron who 
wished to display it for private contemplation or, perhaps, as a party trick.
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, Inner panels, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Recent scholarship has connected imagery in the painting with medieval practices of alchemy. Alchemy, the 
forerunner to chemistry, was concerned with the search for the philosopher’s stone. Alchemists hoped to 
learn ways in which to turn metals to gold and find the elixir of life, a remedy for disease, sin, and death.
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, Inner panels, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Recent scholarship has connected imagery in the painting with medieval practices of alchemy. Alchemy, the forerunner to 
chemistry, was concerned with the search for the philosopher’s stone. Alchemists hoped to learn ways in which to turn 
metals to gold and find the elixir of life, which would guarantee immortality.
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights, Inner panels, c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Illustration from Opusculum Alchemicum , 15th century, with 
figures relating to alchemical experimentation. Author: 
British Library, Source: Flickr, License: Public Domain
Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights, Author: The Prado in Google Earth, 
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Bosch’s peculiar fountains seemingly reference images from medieval alchemical texts.
Illustration of Alchemical Vessels, 1681, Author: Deutsche 
Fotothek, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
Author: The Prado in Google Earth, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: 
Public Domain
Images from alchemical texts seem to clarify some of the 
oddities throughout the painting. The strange vessels, 
test tubes, and fountains resemble alchemical devices. 
Scholars have linked the scenes within Bosch’s Garden of 
Earthly Delights to alchemical processes; however, the 
extent to which the painting is meant as an allegory for 
alchemy (rather than simply inspired by the strange 
forms) is difficult to determine.
Author: Museum del Prado, Cropped 
from original, Source: Wikimedia 
Commons, License: Public Domain
Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights c. 1480-1505, Oil on wood panel
Author: Museum del Prado, Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain
To explore the painting more, visit:
https://tuinderlusten-jheronimusbosch.ntr.nl/en

Reading List: 11_Bosch and Other Scenes of the Apocalypse 
 
About the (briefly mentioned) Romanesque Cathedral, St. Lazare in Autun: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/medieval-world/romanesque1/v/tympanum-of-the-last-
judgment-autun 
Article about Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights: 
https://smarthistory.org/bosch-the-garden-of-earthly-delights/ 
 
Articles and Video about Garden of Earthly Delight by the Museo del Prado: 
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-garden-of-earthly-delights-
triptych/02388242-6d6a-4e9e-a992-e1311eab3609 
Explore the Garden of Earthly Delights: 
https://tuinderlusten-jheronimusbosch.ntr.nl/en 
About Laurinda Dixon’s research on Bosch and alchemy: 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/features/alchemy-at-work-in-the-garden/177804.article 
Brief biography of Bosch (little is known about the artist): 
https://www.nga.gov/collection/artist-info.986.html 
 
Informational article about Garden of Earthly Delights: 
https://mymodernmet.com/garden-of-earthly-delights-bosch/ 
 
Sketchbook Assignment: 11_Bosch and Other Scenes of the Apocalypse 
 
Describe a rendition of the apocalypse that you have encountered in your contemporary life. This may 
be a film or video game about the apocalypse, a book, a sermon, an event, a conversation with friends, a 
stranger holding a sign, or a public panic around a certain date. Write two paragraphs about the 
rendition of the apocalypse and its significance. Was it playful or foreboding? How did it make you feel 
and what did it hope to communicate? 
